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Committee and Authentication Process

with Chai Vault.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED

STATES, May 7, 2024 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Wine Capital Fund

is thrilled to announce a landmark

partnership with Maureen Downey,

one of the most revered figures in the

world of fine wine. This partnership

heralds a new era of expertise,

authenticity, and unparalleled investment opportunities for Wine Capital Fund's esteemed

clients.

Her unparalleled expertise

in wine authentication and

her impressive track record

as a wine investment

advisor make her the

perfect leader to guide our

investment committee”

Tommy Nordam Jensen

Maureen Downey, celebrated globally for her unwavering

commitment to combating counterfeit wines and her

impact on the wine industry, will assume leadership of the

Wine Capital Fund's investment committee. With an

illustrious career spanning over two decades, Downey's

expertise has not only garnered her a spot in the "Top 50

Most Influential Women in Wine" but has also solidified her

reputation as a guardian of wine authenticity and

provenance. Her contributions have been widely

recognized, notably through her featured role in the

acclaimed Netflix documentary "Sour Grapes," where her

skills in identifying counterfeit wines were showcased to the world.

In addition to leading the investment strategy, Downey’s pioneering company, Chai Vault, will

undertake the critical role of ensuring the authenticity and provenance audit of the Wine Capital

Fund's portfolio. Chai Vault's cutting-edge technology and Downey's unparalleled expertise in
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authentication processes will provide

an unmatched layer of security and

trust, ensuring that investments are

not only lucrative but also verifiable

and transparent.

This partnership represents a

significant milestone for Wine Capital

Fund, as it not only enhances our

ability to offer extraordinary wine

investment opportunities but also

reinforces our commitment to

authenticity, quality, and trust. 

With Maureen Downey at the helm of

our investment committee and Chai

Vault safeguarding our portfolio, we

are poised to deliver exceptional value

and secure the expected returns for

our investors.

"We are profoundly honored to

welcome Maureen Downey to our

team," said the two founders, CEO

Tommy N Jensen and Director Håkon

Harberg of Wine Capital Fund. "Her

unparalleled expertise in wine

authentication and her impressive

track record as a wine investment

advisor make her the perfect leader to

guide our investment committee. This

partnership is a testament to our

dedication to excellence and our

commitment to securing the best

possible outcomes for our investors."

Maureen Downey expressed her

enthusiasm about the partnership,

stating, "I am delighted to join forces

with Wine Capital Fund, a company

that shares my passion for authenticity

and excellence in the world of fine wine. Together, we will set new standards for investment

quality and provenance assurance, ensuring that our clients have access to the most secure and
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profitable wine investment opportunities available."

As we embark on this exciting journey with Maureen Downey and Chai Vault, Wine Capital Fund

looks forward to forging new paths in the fine wine investment landscape, offering our clients

unparalleled expertise, security, and returns.

About Wine Capital Fund:

Wine Capital Fund is a leading investment fund dedicated to offering outstanding opportunities

in fine wine investments. With a focus on authenticity, quality, and profitability, Wine Capital

Fund provides investors with access to a curated portfolio of the world's most exquisite and rare

wines.

About Maureen Downey and Chai Vault:

Maureen Downey is a globally recognized expert in wine fraud, wine authentication, and fine

wine investment. With over two decades of experience, she has established herself as a leading

authority in the wine industry. Her company, Chai Vault, is at the forefront of wine authentication

technology, ensuring the integrity and provenance of fine wines worldwide.
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